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A q-analog of functional composition for Eulerian generating functions is introduced and 
applied to thz enumeration of permutations by inversions and distribution of left-right maxima. 
1. Introdaction 
If f(x) =x;+ f&“/n!) is the exponential generating function for a class of 
‘k%beled objects’, then 
g(x) = ef(“) 
will be (under appropriate conditions) the exponential generating function for sets 
of these objects. For example, if f(x) =xG1 (n - l)! Y’fn! is the exponential 
generating function for cyclic permutations, then g(x) = I:=0 n ! X”/H ! is the 
exponential generating function for all permutations; if f(x) is the exponential 
generating function for connecteci labeled graphs, then 
is the exponeijtial generating function for all labeled graphs. For various ap- 
proaches to the exponential formula, see [3,4,10,11]. 
It is well known that many properties of exponential generating functions have 
analogs for Eulerian generhzg functions of the form 
cm 
f 
Xn 
n=O “n!, 
where n!, = 1 l (1 +q) l l l (1 tq + l l l + q”-l), and f, is a polq’nomial in q. Note 
that n!, reduces to n! for q = 1. Eulerian generating functions arise in several 
combinatorial applications, such as finite vector spaces [6] and partitions [l], 
here we shall be concerned primarily with their use in counhg perrn 
inversions. (See [S, 91.) 
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We introduce a q-analog of functional co:mposiGorr and show that q- 
exponenriation can be used to count permutations by inversions and ‘basic 
components’, which are related to left-right maxima. Combinatorial interpreta- 
tionns are obtained for Gould’s q-Stirling numbers of the Erst kind [7] and the 
ous q-Hermite polynomials’ study by Askey and Ismail [2] and others. 
Finally, we count involutions by inversions, using a new property of a correspon- 
dence of Foata [4]. 
We degne (a ; q),, to be ny:,’ (1 - uq’), with (a ; q)O = 1. We often write (a), for 
(a ; q),,. Thus 
(q),=(l-q)(l-q2)***(1-q”)=(l-q)“n!, and1 (n)..=~~(l-uq’). 
i=O 
e q-binomial coefficient, which is a polynomial iin q, is defined by: 
Yl Ill fZ!, ma k ~ign-k)!,=iq),o,-, l 
We write n, for [;I = 1 + q + l l l + q”-’ and n for the set {I, 2, . . . , n). All power 
series may be considered as formal, so that questions of convergence do not arise. 
The q-analog 9 of the derivative is defined by 
1,b reduces to the ordinary der-vative.) We shall often write f’ i 
I 
We now define a q-analog of the map f+#/K! for exponential generating i 
ions. 
i 
1 
d 
J 
Suppose that f(a) = 0. Then for k 2 0, JrIk3 is defined by p”‘J = 1 and 
f[( kj . (3.1) 
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Formula (3.1) is equivalent to the following recursion: let 
f”‘(x) = 2 &$I I 
n=O ‘9 
Then 
f n+l.k = 
As an example, take f(x) = P/m!,. Then 
(mk)!, mk - --- 
=(m!,)L~l~(l+4~)~~~(l+q”+q2m+~~~+4~k-l)m)o~~)!q 
Note that for m = 1 we have xckl = xk/k !q, and for 4 = 1, (x”/m !q)lkl reduces to 
(ink)! xmk --- 
~;!~k! (mk)! ’ 
IJefinitioIs 3.2. Suppose that g(x) = xzo g,,(x”/n!,) and f(0) = 0. Then the 
4 -composition gcfl is defined to be 
Enf 
nl g l 
n=O 
Note that g[x] = g(x). The following is straightforward. 
PIop~~itjio~a 3.3 (The chain rule). 9gcf3 = g’mf’, 
Unfortunately q-composition is neither associative nor distributive over multi- 
plication, i.e ., in general. (fg)[!z J # f [:h] l g[h]. 
Now let e(rc) = xzo xnJn !q be the q-analog of the exponential function. Since 
e’(x) = e(x), we have Ibe&fl= elfif’. Equating coefficients gives a recurrence for 
the coefficients of elf3 in terms of the coefficients of f: 
tit fb)=E=r f,W/n!,) and let g(x) =CEso g,(xn/d,) = elfl. 
Then go= 1 and for na0, 
n 
g s+1= 
k=O 
We can also express etfl as an infinite product: 
&fJ = [1-(l-q)4kXf’(qk*S)]-1. 
k=O 
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. Let g = dfl. Then g’(x) =f’(x)g(x), so 
g(x) - gw - = f’(x)g(x) -(l-q)X 
and thus 
g(x) = Cl -0 -q)q%rg(qx). 
Iterating (3.3) yieids (3.2). 0 
r f(x) = x, Proposition 3.5 yields the well-known infinite product f 
e(x)==e[x]= fi [1-(1-q)qkxJ-‘. 5 
k=O @ 
inure e[tf<x)]= Ezr? t”f[“‘, we have an alterrlative characterization of fCnl as the 1 
coeflirient of tn in r 
By a pemtututiorz of a set A of positive integers we mean. a linear arrangement 
ala2 l l l a,, of the r:lements of A. The length of ulck;! l l * a, is rt. A permutation is 
basic if it begins with its greatest element. (By convention the ‘empty permuta- 
tion’ of length zero is not basic.) We denote b)r S,, and B,, the sets of all 
permutations and of basic permu tations of EX (Thus IS,,,1 - n! for all n and 
==(P-l)! for n > 1, with lBol =: 0.) A lejbighd mtwim.um of’ a permutation 
fVJ.2 ’ l l u,, is an Qj such that i c j implies Qi a< 4%. For ariy nonempty permutatioa 
Q we write L(o) for the first element of 4+.. The following is straightforward. 
.l. Suppose the permutatl!on w = a,a;, l l 0 a,, has the factorization w = 
&82 ’ l ’ @kg where the pi are nonempty perrPtutarions. Tikn the following are 
equident: 
It folllows from the lemma that every permuta.tisn 7p has a unique factorization 
a & satisfying (i) which we call the basic drxomposition of 7r9 and we crtil 
PI the basic *components of n. We notis *that any set {&, . . . , &) of basic 
permatatiors with no elements in common can ev?y ordlmredl in exrrctly one way to 
rhe basic decomposition of some permut~&i~csn. Thus we have a bijection 
permutations and sets of disjoint basic permutatic,ns. 
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we call a permutation reduced if it is in Sn for some n 5 0. To any permutation 
rr=a1a2.* - a, we may associate a reduced permutation, red(n), by replacing in 
n; for each i = 1,2,. . . , n, the ith smallest element of (aI, a2, . . . , a,,) by i. Thus 
red(7926) = 3412. The content of the permutation rr = ala2 l l l a,, is con(n) == 
1 al, a2, . . I9 k}. We note that a permutation is determined by its reductiian and its 
content. 
A func!tion cc), defined on permutations (with values in some commutative 
algebra over the rationals)i s multiplicative if for all permutations W: 
(i) o( nr) = @(red(w)). 
(ii) If &p2 l l l & is the basic decomposition of or, then 
&) = @(PJ@(&) l l ’ o(&)- 
Thus a multiplicative function is determined by its values on reduced basic 
permutations, and these may be chosen arbitrarily. (We note that (ii) implies 
a(@= 1.) 
5. Inversionrs of permutations 
If V is a subset of n we denote by I,,(V) the number of pairs (u, w) with ZJ E V, 
wEn-V, and U>W. 
emma 5.1. Let 
Q(n, k) = c q’ncv’ 
V 
where the mm is over all V G n with 1 VI = n - k. Then Q(n, k) = [z]. 
Proof. It is clear that Q(n, n) = Q(n, 0) = 1 for all n 2 0. Then by considering the 
two cases yil E V and n$ V we find the recurrence 
Q(n. k) = qkQ(n - 1, kj+ QCn - 1, k -‘I), 
for 0 < k < n. Since [E] satisfies the same recurrence and boundary condit:ions, 
Q(n, k) -EC]. Cl 
An inoersion of the permutation ,r := ala2 0 9 l a,, is a pair (i, j) with i c i ad 
a, > aj. live: write I(v) for the number of inversions of 7r. Note that I(sn) = 
Ibred( ?r)) .
tit brb be a tnultipiicative function on permutations.. Let g,, = 
) and let fn =CBEB, u(~)qr@‘. Tfien 
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h In view of Proposition 3.4, we need only proale 
&+I = (5-l) 
We shal!! prove (5.1) by showing ttrat B]g,-kf k + 1 coursl:s those permutations 
counted by &+I whose last basic component has length k -u- 1. Such a permutation 
may be factored as T = CT/~ where c is of length n - k, IS is of length k + 1, and the 
disjoint union of con(a) and con(P) is m =t 1. The condition that p is the last basic 
component of a is equivaknt to the condition that p is basic and con@) contains 
n + 1. Thus to determine w we choose V = con(a) as am arbitrary (n - &subset of 
and chme red((rr) E s,,,+ and red@) E Bk+l, It is easily seen tlhat I(W) = 
I(B) + Kc@) + I,,(V). Thus the contribution to gnel of ,these w is 
5.3. Let t1, t*, . . . be arbitrary, and set T(x) = I::= O L+gcn. Define the 
multiplicative function 0 By 
o(n) = t$ t;z l l l 
where n has bi basic components of length i. Let 
&1= 2: w(T)q*‘“’ 
7lES” 
ond let 
Then 
g(x)= g g&F. 
n=O ‘4 
g(x) = fi [l - (1 - q)qkXT(qk+lx)]-‘. 
k=O 
(5.2) 
Let f, = CBER,, 0@)4’(~‘= & CBEB q*@? Cxx=y k3 in B, is obtained by 
insert&g n at the beginning of an elemek of S,_, ; ihus,, 
4 qn-’ Z(B) = 
f3EB” mTES,_; 
by a well-known result of Rodrigues [S], easily proved by induction. W-us, 
t&J”--‘(n -. l)!$$- , 
*a 
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SO 
f’(x) = 2 &+lqnX” = T(qn). 
n-0 
Then (5.2) follows from Theorem 5.2 and Proposition 3.5. 0 
6. pies 
we fht 100k at two trivial cases of Theorem 5.2. If we take h = 1 for al1 i, then 
T(x) = (1 - x)-’ and 
g(x)= fi fl-(l-q)qkx(l-qk+‘x)-l]-l 
k $, 
= 
co. 1-@+1x 
17 k$) 1-qkx 
1 m 
=iYTn=O .q c n!$. 
If we take t1 = 1 and 4 = 0 for i > 1, then T(x) = 1 and 
g(x)= ii [1-(l-q)qkx]-I= 2 -5 
k -0 n=(-) nsq 
A more interesting example is that in which k = t for all i. In the case q =: 1 we 
have 
g(x)=exp 
( ) 
t f x” = (I- x)-’ 
n.=l n 
= i; cl(n, k)t*$ 
n * k =::O . 
where c(n, k) = Is(il2, k)( is the unsigned Stirling number of the first kind. 
For general q, we have T(x) = t(1 -x)-l, and thus 
g(x) =: [l-(1-q)qkxt(l-qk+‘x)-‘]-’ 
1 -qk+lX = 
Hi+(l-q)tlqkx 
@L =- 
“r[q + (1 - &]XL * 
46.1) 
We can expand this pruduct with the q-.binomiaI theorem [l, p. 171: 
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which with PX for x and o&J- for a, gives 
where as usual the empty product is one. ‘Then (6.1) becomes 
g(x)= f 
n-l 
n=O i=O 
[(l-q)f+q-q”‘]& 
= f nfi [t+q(l+q+* . .+qi-1,$ 
n=O i=O ‘Q 
= I+ g t(t +4 l l&+4 l 2J l l l (2 -i- q(n .- I&) I’ - (6.2) 
PI= 1 “4 
It sho;rld he noted that a direct combinatorial proof of (6.2) is not dhficult. It 
follows from (6.2) that the coefficients of g(x) are esseritiaill:jr the same q-Stirling 
numbers as those studied by Gould [7]. 
With the help of the fomlula [l, p. 361 
z (a + prl’) = f 4’:’ [;I d-p', 
j -0 
one can obtain the explicit formula 
c,(n, W = (&,._, A e 1)’ (n;q CP [‘i’]* (6.3) 
(See GotAd [7].) 
It is remarkable that there seems to be no formula for the (q = 1, Stirling 
numbers of the tist kind as simple as (6.3). 
As a generalization, we .may count permutations in whidh every Ibasic compo- 
nent has length divisible by some positive integer r, according to the number of 
basic components. (The last example is the case r = 1.) Here we have T(X) = 
ZX’-‘/(l - x’) ancl a straightforward computation yields 
g(x) 
(4’x’; 4% =- 
(14 + (1 - qNlq’-lx’; 4’)al 
m 
= 
4 
(r-l)n. (nr)!, 
n=O a(2r)q l l l (nr), 
[t -5 &i),,,] & l 
‘4 
ext, let us consider the case where all ba& components have length one or 
two. Then we may set ti = t, t2 = 1, and 6 =; 0 for i :=I- 2. (Letting tz Ibe an 
l determinate wouId give us no additional information,,) Then T(x) = t it- x andi we 
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Proposition 3.4 gives the recurrence 
gn+1= tg,. + wqgn-1 
from which the fh=st few values of g,, are easily computed: 
go= 1, 
g1= 4 
g,= t2+Ctl, 
g, = t3+(2q +q2)t, 
g,= t4+(3q+2q2+q3)t2+q2+q3+q4. 
The infinite product for g(x) is 
[l-(l-q)qkx(t+qk+*x)]-‘. (6.4) 
k=O 
To find a formula for the coefficients of g(x) we introduce the ‘continuous 
q-Hermite polynomials’ H,,(u \ q) defined by 
ff (1-22UZqk+Z2q2k)-1 = f H,(uJq)z” 
k=Q n-0 (q), 
(6.5) 
These polynomials have been studied by Askey and Ismail [2] and others. We find 
a formula for their coefficients by setting u = cos 8, Q = eie, and [? = e-‘“, Then 
1 -2uzqk + Z2q2k = (l-slzqk)(U,-- pzqk) so 
fi (1 -2uzqk + Z2q2k)-’ = (CYz)~‘(pz):’ 
k=O 
Equating coefficients of zn/(q)n and using the well-known formula 
cos re= & Y’ (- l)m2r--2m-l) r 
m=0 
(‘- m) cosr-2wd e 
r-m m 
for r XI, we obtain 
where 
n even 
it odd. 
t will be cxnvenient to co e po J z (-4 
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i = Jq. Then (6.5) and (6.6) lead to 
k==O 
(6.7) 
and 
Kow in (6.4), set z2 = (1 -4)4x2, so x = [(l - 4)4]-f’2z. Then 
Thus 
Then if g, = Cj b,,jtno2’ we have 
b 1, n.O = 
b n.1 
=4( 
1 -4 
~--~J=(~--l)4+(~-2)4~+~~~+4”-‘., 
b n.2 = 
and so on. 
It is well known that the number of permutations in & w Lth k left-riglht maxima 
is the same as the number of permutations in & vGrth k cycles. (The nurnber is the 
unsigned SMi.ng number of the fisst kinc‘r c(n, k).) Fclata [4] has con;strtWed a 
bijection ?P : Sa ---, S, which takes a permutation wit:ln ai basic components of 
ength i (for each i) to one with ari cycles of length i: to get tlhe cycle 
representation of V(W), we simply enclose each basic component of T in a pair of 
parentheses. Thus fcs v = 14 2 3 7 5 6, we have )I = (I)(4 2 3)(7 5 6) in cycle 
portion, which in linear notation is 13 4 2 6 7 5. $LP(7r), we write n in 
otation, with the greatest element of each cyclle first, a.nd with the cycles 
increasing order of t element. TCM.XI we re:nm;lo?rc: the parentheses. 
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Unfortunately, !P does not preserve inversions, and the problem of counting 
permutations by inversions and cycle structure remains open. Holwever, if n has 
only basic components of lengths one and two, so that V(n) is an involution. then 
Y transforms the inversion number in a very simple way: 
Theorem 7.1. Suppose v has b, basic components of length i for each i, where bi = 0 
for i > 2. Then I( F(n)) = 2Z( 7~) - bz. 
Proof, We proceed by induction on the length of V. The theorem is trivially true 
for lengths zero and one. Now let T be of length n 2 2 and assume the truth of the 
theorem for all shorter lengths. Let 7~’ be obtained from v by removing the last 
basic component, and let b$ be the number of basic components of 71” of 
length two. If the last b’asic component of T has length one, then V(T) is P(T’) 
with n adjoined at the end, so I(g) = I(?r’), I(!P(n)) = I(!P(n’)), and b2 = b$. Tlms 
I(P(v))--21(v)+bz=I(!P(d))--2I(d)+1?$=0. 
To deal with the cas,e in which the last basic component of 7r has length two, we 
first observe that Foata’s correspondence T can be extended in the obvious way 
to permutations that are not reduced: %P(c) is defined by con(Y(a)) = con(a) and 
red( ‘P(a)) = !P(red(a)). 
If the last basic component MQf n has length two, then it must be nk for some k. 
Then I(T) = I(w’) + n -k. If ‘P(T’)I = a,a2 l l 9 a.,l_2, then !P(rr) is obtained from it 
by inserting n between a k_l and ak (or at the beginning, if k = l), and inserting k 
at the end. It is then easily see:n that I(?P(m)) = 1( !P(v’)) + 2n - 2k - 1. Since 
b, = b;+ 1, we have 
I(~(~))-2I(~)+b2=I(~(~‘))~2n-2k-1-2[I(rr’)+n-k]+b~+1 
= I(~IV(7~‘))+2~(77’)4- b; = 0. q 
It follows that if g,, = g,((t 1 q) is given by (6.9), then the number of involutions 
of n with r fixed points and 1 inversions is the coefficient of Vq* in q-“‘2g,(tqi 1 q2). 
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